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hours before breakfast that

preparing coffee,
which he maintains is best done by steeping, he begins
the day's work. Whatever his project, the first draft
much of his work is done.

After

invariably is done on yellow, lined,
legal-sized paper, and usually in pencil, a yellow
lead pencil. These implements are important in the
craft of lawyering to Mr. Llewellyn, who is not con
vinced that an attorney can function as efficiently
on a white, unlined leaf.
During the morning and
fills
the
he
throughout
day,
up several pages with let
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intellectual

gifts!)

beginning

values in the

precious

are

of the

race.

itself

family
gifts (let

Since
as

an

eliminate all

alone
but it may be advis

cannot

and

bequests,
(including gifts during life,
more
severely than we already

able to tax inheritances
but not

much

estates)

do.

These comments

policies

highly tentative,
hope
thorough-going
responsibility would lead to programs that are neither
consistently "radical" nor consistently "conservative"
but I

that

on

our present standards.

by

are

sufficient to indicate that a
they
philosophy of individual freedom and
are

We do not have such

a

thoroughgoing philosophy

at present: we have been
defend the freedoms of the individual once
year, when the attack on them is

content to
or

twice

a

direct and

unusually
our
pol

brutal, and complacently design

icies in

complete neglect of this goal the remainder
of the year. No one has a
greater responsibility than
the university community, which is
among the chief
beneficiaries of a regime of freedom, for
reviving
faith in this goal and for
developing its implications
for economic, and in fact for all social
policy.
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avocation

or a
sop to an idealism
leaves
no
room," nor even one
practice
expression of a richly-living man's desire to ride a two
or four-horse team.
But the price for these
conjoint
advances came close to being as
great as the gain.
Both the courses and the full-time teachers were con
centrated on the rules and fields of law,
"positive"
law, the rules largely as they stood at the moment,
indeed dominantly the rules "of substance." There
or an

"for which

for this. The rules and fields of our
chaos; they cried for organization. And

was some reason

law

were

in

one can understand the initial
the school was to provide,

neglect of the crafts if
reliably, precisely what
so
provide.

apprenticeship

did
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Chicago
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Story's
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Craftsmanship
unfortunate was Joseph
Harvard
concentrating

more

inRuential curriculum

at

straight "private" law, cutting out that whole
and background of
philosophy and of

perspective

national and international

governmental practice
lawyers as

which had laid the foundation of such

Hamilton, Kent, Calhoun, Webster and indeed Story's
self.

Harvard itself is still

laboring

on

the needed

recapture of what Story butchered out, but like every

first-rate school has long been
school at Chicago, the
trative Law and

at

that

entry-port by

Theory

American law school

of

job; the law
which Adminis

Legislation

world,

was

came

into the

founded with the

objective
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of such recapture.

It is also difficult to understand

schools all

why,

as

the law

the country became parts of univer
so
sities, they
long and persistently shut their eyes to
their duties of the exploration and inculcation of the
over

principles of craftsmenship. With the waning of
apprenticeship the arts of the legal crafts slipped into
the forgotten or into disrepute; either they were wholly
neglected or they were seen in terms not of deep truths
about man's nature and man's life with his fellowman,
as matters of shallow and often
ignoble artifice and

but

trickery. Yet the arts of law are not only essential to
any professional work, they are also law's common
ground with those humanities which are a university's
core and
pride, and among which law should stand
with the proudest.
When the arts come to be slighted the answer does
not lie in shunting the
responsibility, turning for ex
as Columbia
ample
just proposed to an entrance test
in writing. The
is
job instead to develop in the student
rough carpentry and even skill in writing-in legal
which

as it
ranges from statute and document
the
brief
and the negotiating letter runs the
through
gamut of all kinds of writing there are, outside of

writing,

to

formal verse. This is not hard to do, nor is it hard, as
one works in the instruction for
accuracy and con
ciseness and simple structure, to press also for life
and style. The brief, for example, and the statute,

provide teaching apparatus unmatched by the
college. But the job does take conscious thought,
some

arts

and

effort.

and

Workshop Instruction Go Hand-in-Hand
That thought and that effort Chicago finds time for
on a scale not matched in this
country, readily, if at
all. Hand in hand with it go theory and workshop
instruction in such basic crafts as advocacy and coun
selling-each viewed whole and as a discipline, with
details of substance used as a good case-book uses
Theory

cases:

to

inform discussion and raise questions

more

than to purvey information. The reference here is not
alone to the elementary composition which results for
every student from his first year tutorial research. It
is not alone to the
counselling experience available in
the school-run legal aid work, but to the sustained

theory-and-practice

of such

Law

alone to the

a

"course"

as

"Commercial

Practice,"
general moot court
and
which
is
system
competition
paralleled in many
but
to
the
schools,
developed theory which lays the
basis of the workshop "course," "Legal Argument."
not

Similarly, in the area of legislation, there is not alone
the universal introduction by way of second-year
tutorial work, but the basic theory that underlies each
of the three or more seminars in current legislation.
Three of Chicago curative procedures on the side of

perspective

and vision call for

particular

mention. As
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The

with many another

school, the work of the federal

government generally and of the Supreme

Court of

the United States in

particular come for heavy atten
from
federal
taxation
and jurisdiction and the
tion,
due process and full faith and credit phases of con
flict of laws on through admiralty, the federal aspects
of labor law and the rest.
But

on

the international side there is not

useful

branching

monly

conceived into

commercial and

seminars),

out

from International Law

only

a

as com

specialized work in international
investment problems (courses, not

but there is

a

most

interesting comparative

law

development: a full year's intensive work in a
foreign legal system and its language is offered, fol
lowed by a year's locally-supervised
study and practice
in the relevant foreign
country-a novel and ingenious
device for equipping an American to do
legal work
across national and
language barriers.
The second next matter

on

the side of vision and

be indicated very

briefly: jurispru
only an intensive course for
second or third year (weekly
papers) on "Jurispru
dence Law in Our Society"; there are in addition no

perspective
dence.

can

There is

not

less than four further seminars in

one or

Law School
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case-book

finest values open to the case-method. The price is of
course in first instance one of
time-consumption: the

case-book is

a

about rules of

complex

as

subject" is visited with
that which faced the editor of

as

seventy years ago.
The

loses the life-contact and

case

which

its

are

Moreover the

the

points

case

has

are

or

the classical

style

of doctrinal architecture in

a

"field"

of law.

The
vance

same

a

"Wasteful

Road"

holds in

in American

regard to the second great ad
legal education, the invention and

spread of the case-book. But not too many students
fully aware of the price we have come to pay for

are

how

edited

alone and

simply

to

rule, instead of appearing

to

cases

to

policy-judgment

into

more

than

a

guess

or

a

day

dream.

Again Chicago

both

capitalizes

the virtues of the

and waste. While

price

case

dominates the first year and even the
it
is
second,
case-instruction based on materials which
in instance after instance have been edited in the
finest

original

tradition:

value and for

selected for discussion

cases

the

presented in full;
excised, the bearing of its
indicated; companion cases presented in
challenge;

cases

if "collateral" discussion is
content is

and the like-with

quantity;
stuff for

"coverage,"

no hesitance at
using text
if the class-hour is filled with in

tensive discussion.

Moreover-and
courses
as

which

not

alone in those federal-oriented

properly

center on the

in the very intensive series of

and

Monopoly-a

narrow area

Supreme Court,
Competition
cases in a
relatively

cases on

whole series of

has been developed (sometimes

from

a

single jurisdiction) to enable real study of growth,
force exact analysis, and afford practice in argument
with the

same

materials which

were

available

to

each

successive bench.

Chicago

Has Achieved A

Healthy

Balance

are the courses which vary the diet
by
on
class-discussion
problems of counselling,
centering
and those which use as the major material for use
statues fresh enough to force original solution of
ques
tions out of the study of their text, without advance
inquiries by any court. These last types of instruction

Finally

Case-Book Instruction Is

on

are

show development or to
distinction
and synthesis and
challenge
thoughtful
in either aspect to clothe the general situation in
ques
tion with detail and flavor enough to turn student's

companion

instruction

distinguished

complexities

presented

communicate its

instructors from four

devoted. And such work-taken by almost all students
-as that in estates,
corporations and taxation provides
full and repeated exposure to what it is fair to call

edited out.

instructive value

value for argument if counsel's
omitted. In addition the case loses its very

discussion value if it is

with

life-meaning

are

training

no

illustrate

no

do their work if its

judges

out, and

when its facts

essence

invention and cuts down

school's first great contribution as to allow the bene
fits of that contribution to slide
away. The full-time
law faculty at Chicago is
and
large,

information

to

that he must "cover" "the

material

another im

perhaps five other and further
points of view. One of the compulsory first year
courses has a full half of its five hours devoted
openly
and happily to
jurisprudence. But the most interesting
deliberate exposure to
divergent points of view is the
third matter of mention. The
general federal govern
ment course, "Constitutional Law" is
given by three
different instructors from three
sharply divergent
angles, while at least three further approaches appear
prominently in other instruction. It is well nigh im
possible for any student to get through the school
without heavy exposure to two or more of these
philosophies of government. The corridors resound.
There has, of course, been no
thought in all of this
of so rebelling against the narrowness of the law

wasteful road

horrifying

law, while the modern editor who feels

portant aspect of jurisprudence, given by five other
or

above all, of the ways in
have tended to defeat the

teachings and,
today's case-books

which

mean

there

grateful change of pace in the instruction. They
easily and quietly with the emphasis on

also work in
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counselling,
and

phrases
drafting.

some

of

practice

The most recent of the

law

can

teaching
and

interest

government

writing,

of

and both

theory

advantages
tire class

major

has been the

inquiry

area

of

into the

problems

innovations in Ameri

spread
general

of materials,
societal and

for government and law.

forty years there has been drive and talk and hope
and experiment in this direction, with more effect on
has achieved
here

the country has yet

as

The

as

than on curric
or the individual class-room.
Chicago
close an approach to healthy balance

scholarly production

into behavioral science

for which the school has become famous have
the main touched the curriculum

Never

....

It has been
occasion

ing

a

job

not in

to

earn

finds interesting direct values for teaching emerging
from the studies of the processes of deciding, and one
alert, and pleased to be alert, to
the human richness of "law"-thinking which can draw

finds the students

(while dominating,

not
being dominated by) the
usable results from neighboring disciplines.
The tradition of cross-fertilization is old at
Chicago.
Its law faculty has contained a
logician-philosopher,
more

contained two economists, has in these
of behavioral inquiry added men from

recent

SOciology
psychology. Such men do not interefer with the
solidity of the school's training in the work of law.
They add-as each of the other aspects mentioned
adds-good measure of rich roundedness and balance.
They add-mostly by way of influence on their legal
colleagues-their part of that which makes the Law
School of the University of Chicago not
only a pro
and

fessional school of the first order, but a school of the
humanities: a place where vision and sound measure
live in concert.
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generous in prais
His

Llewellyn.

great

Scrutton and Cardozo is

him many

expressed by

clean law-job that bites. Speaking of such
Professor Llewellyn will sometimes strike the
desk with his fist, shake his head and, with a twinkle

lovely,

man,
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is

no one

Llewellyn

Whether

times; these were men with horse sense who could
get to the barebones of a problem and come up with
a

long
days

to overstatement.

well done than Karl

admiration for

money in
intellectually exciting work. But apart from the value
to
any school of having the thinking of faculty mem
bers profit by the ferment of frontier-research, one

on

given

that Mr.

suggested

is so, it is true that

a

opportunity

repeat

paraphrase a statute." Someone in that class
some
day paraphrase a statute, but it is doubtful
may
�e will do �? without remembering that he should

directly, though they

have offered students

a statute, he had his en
several times in unison the phrase,

paraphrasing

well known and has been

seen.

pioneering explorations

of

"Never

For

teachers and on
ular architecture
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in his eye,

exclaim, "What

other

it is

a

man

it was!"

On the

equally true that few are more devas
tating in condemning a job considered to be poorly
done; Mr. Llewellyn hates a lousy, lazy job and has
no

hand,

for the

use

man

who did it, damn his

does not hesitate to tell him

soul, and

so.

Professor Llewellyn and his wife, Soia Mentschi
koff, also on the faculty of the University of Chicago
Law School, reserve one evening a week for an 'at
home' with their students

affording them an oppor
know their students better. Mr. Llewellyn
is a widely read man, has many interests outside the
law and is happy to talk with students on various
tunity

to

topics

whether

of the

personal

or

not related to

interest Professor

law. This is

Llewellyn

has

typical
always

taken in his students. And many of the men who have
studied under him write from time to time telling
him of their plans and accomplishments.
A list of Mr.

Llewellyn's

should include his
at

Yale.

His

activity
participation

interests outside of law

as a

boxer while

a

student

sports today, however,
mainly around golf which he plays regularly.
The development and care of orchards is another
subject which holds an especial fascination for Mr.
Llewellyn, and is one in which he considers himself
in

centers

somewhat expert. Cats, of course, have been a great
love of his for many years. He has owned several
Maltese cats which he has even used as the
subjects

Yale. He brings to his classes an enthusiasm
for the law and a sensitivity and sincere dedication to
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